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Right here, we have countless books The Starman Omnibus Vol 1 James Robinson and collections to check out. We additionally meet the expense of variant types and after that type of the books to browse. The all right book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as with ease as various other sorts of books are readily straightforward here.

As this The Starman Omnibus Vol 1 James Robinson, it ends stirring swine one of the favored ebook The Starman Omnibus Vol 1 James Robinson collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable ebook to have.

Starman (1994-) #1 James Robinson 2010-10-13 A riot rocks Opal City while an ailing Ted Knight recovers from a recent attack. The action forces Ted's son Jack Knight to pick up Starman's Cosmic Rod and directly oppose the villainy he swore he'd never face! Is this his calling? Or his doom?

Starman James Robinson 2002-11-01 Jack Knight, holder of the Cosmic Rod, and hence Opal City's champion, Starman, is still coming to terms with the changes in his life...as is the daughter of Starman's most deadly nemesis, The Mist. Now Jack must face a deadly freak-show mystery.

James Robinson's Complete WildC.A.T.S James Dale Robinson 2009 Written by James Robinson Art by Travis Charest and others Cover by Travis Charest Fan-favorite writer James Robinson's run on the premier Super Hero team in the WildStorm Universe is finally collected in one place! Featuring WILD.C.A.T.S #15-20, Annual #1 and TEAM ONE WILD.C.A.T.S. Robinson joins artists including Travis Charest for mind-blowing adventures you have to read to believe. Advance-solicited; on sale January 28 - 224 pg, FC, $19.99 US

Cry for Justice James Dale Robinson 2011-09-01 Batman and Martian Manhunter have been slaughtered, and they are only the first heroes to fall Green Lantern, Green Arrow, Supergirl, Atom, Shazam, Congorilla and Starman unite to bring the fight to the bad guys. But when Prometheus plans his revenge on the heroes, it's personal - and it'll only get more bloody before it's over.

Starman (1994-) #75 James Robinson 2001-01-03 Jack Knight has a lot on his mind—like his thoughts and feelings about Starman, and whether he's still the right man for the job. And who better to discuss heroics with than DC's greatest hero? The 'man of the stars' meets the Man of Steel!

Squadron Supreme Vol. 1 James Robinson 2016-06-15 They're the sole survivors of lost Earths, and they'll do anything to protect this one -whether you like it or not! The former Avenger, Hyperion. The Nighthawk of Supreme Power. Blur from the New Universe's DP7.
Dr. Spectrum of the Great Society. And the original Squadron's Power Princess. Together, they're the Squadron Supreme, and they don't care about the rules. All that matters is the safety of their adopted home. If you stand in the way, that's your problem! First on their to-do list: Namor, destroyer of Dr. Spectrum's homeworld. He must pay for his crimes -but at what cost to the people of Atlantis? As the Squadron's extreme measures attract attention, the Uncanny Avengers will come calling. If this isn't your new favorite super team, then pretend! Collects SQUADRON SUPREME #1-6 and material from AVENGERS #0.

**Starman (1994-) #38** James Robinson
2011-02-16 In a self-contained story, Ice Maiden, Crimson Fox, Amazing Man, Blue Devil and Firestorm form the new Justice League Europe! Too bad they're in the way of the Mist's plans. So, the villainess and mother of Jack's child has a simple, but elegant solution to the problem: kill them. Essentials of Health and Wellness James Robinson 2004-03-01 Each of the 13 million high school students in public high schools are required to take one semester of health education. For health instruction to be successful, the instructional program should be grounded in good science, include a behavioral component, and be packaged in a way that can be easily implemented. Essentials of Health and Wellness provides the teacher with everything needed to engage the learner and to create a successful health course. It is designed to be student friendly and is centered on the important, but often overlooked, notion of building personal wellness. All health concepts are brought back to the student, who is encouraged to develop positive wellness behaviors through the creation of a personal wellness plan. Based on the framework of the National Standards for School Health Education, this product is the total package for high school health education. With a small but rich ancillary offering, including a separate Sexuality Supplement (ISBN 1-4018-1525-1) that goes into greater detail about sensitive issues that may not be desirable to all school districts and a free Online Companion with additional lesson plans, teaching activities, and student worksheets, this text provides teachers with a well-rounded, effective system for health education instruction. Starman (1994-) #12 James Robinson 2010-11-10 Nash makes her explosive public debut as the new Mist, and now Jack Knight must run a gauntlet of her fiendish allies to reach his Star Staff. To make sure no one interferes with her plans, the Mist takes steps against Mikaal the alien, Solomon Grundy, and an unsuspecting Ted Knight...


**JSA Omnibus Vol. 1** Geoff Johns 2014-05-20 Known for his groundbreaking work on Green Lantern, in 2000 Geoff Johns brought Justice Society of America characters rooted in the Golden Age of comics back to the forefront of comics. Mixing younger, edgier characters with the elder statesmen of superheroes, Johns created an action-packed series with compelling storylines that are now collected here in the JSA Omnibus Vol. 1. Collected here are JSA #1-25, JLA/JSA: Virtue and Vice, JSA All-Stars #1-8, JSA Our Worlds at War #1, JLA/JSA Secret Files #1, JSA Secret Files #1, All-Star Comics #1-2, All-American Comics #1, Adventure Comics #1, National Comics #1, Sensation Comics #1, Smash Comics #1, Star Spangled Comics #1 and Thrilling Comics #1.

**The Starman Omnibus Volume 2.** James Robinson 2012-09 "Jack Knight is a rabid collector, operating an antiques and collectibles store in the heart of Opal City. Despite being the son of Ted Knight, the Golden Age hero known as Starman, Jack is nothing like him. Rebellious, stubborn and disdainful of Ted's past, Jack is certainly no hero. That is, until a terrible tragedy strikes-- Reluctantly adopting his father's former mantle, Jack forges a path as the
latest inheritor of the Starman legacy. But now all of Ted's enemies are determined to snuff out this newest star before Jack has a chance to truly shine. Can Jack overcome incredible odds to prove that he has what it takes to be a hero"--Page [4] of cover, vol. 1.

**Justice League of America** James Robinson 2012 The fate of the planet hangs in the balance as the members of the Justice League of America face off against an alien entity known as the Omega Man. *Matt Wagner's Grendel Tales Omnibus Volume 1* James A. Robinson 2017-08-22 From the visionary mind of Matt Wagner, the world of Grendel returns with two value-priced omnibus volumes collecting all Grendel Tales stories! Featuring some of the best writers and artists in the industry and never-before-collected material, Grendel Tales Omnibus Volume 1 is sure to be a hit with longtime fans of this iconic character or newcomers just discovering Wagner's strange, dystopian future, where the angry spirit of Grendel is part of everyone's lives! With over 400 pages of story and art to enjoy and all cover work reproduced, Dark Horse is proud to present the Grendel Tales Omnibus collections!

**Starman** James Robinson 2000 Since he adopted the mantle of Starman, Jack Knight's whole life has been turned upside down, as he made new friends... and new enemies. Now a crazed bomber is threatening Opal City - and Jack might find himself with one friend less before the day is done! Jack must team up with Batman, Sentinel and his own father in a desperate race to save an innocent life... and meanwhile, Jack's self-proclaimed nemesis, the Mist, is on her way back to Opal This collection also includes 'The Return of Bobo', introducing a major new character, and the charming 'Talking With David, '97', in which Jack gets a lesson in superheroics from some of the originals.

**JSA, the Golden Age** James Robinson 2018 "Presenting the thought-provoking alternate comic book-history tale of the Justice Society of America in a new edition. The JSA, the heroes of WWII, find themselves face to face with a new kind of oppression in "McCarthy Era" America! Some of the greatest heroes of the 1940s, including the original Green Lantern, Atom, Hawkman and Starman, among others, return in this epic tale. The story follows their postwar adventures as they battle evil in a world they fear may no longer need them. And as their importance wanes, a new hero, Dynaman, rallies the nation behind a fascist agenda."--*Starman - the Cosmic Omnibus 1* James a Robinson 2020-04-14 The classic superhero series Starman, starring a Gen-X superhero, returns in this massive omnibus hardcover edition by James Robinson (Batman: Face the Face) and Tony Harris (Ex Machina). The superheroic legacy of Starman is renewed in these stories, in which Jack Knight--antiques collector and dealer--inherits the name and powers of his father's old Starman identity from his older brother, who has been assassinated. Reluctantly adjusting to his role, Jack reinvents the look of Starman, ditching the traditional red and green in favor of black leather and aviator goggles. But Jack has inherited more than a heroic identity from his brother...he's also gained a foe: the beautiful but mentally unbalanced Nash, daughter of the villain known as the Mist. Jack also must come to grips with the Shade, the morally ambiguous former villain who decides to become Jack's mentor. Collects Starman issues #0-42, Starman Annual: Framing Sequence #1, Starman Annual: The Death of Prince Gavyn #1, Starman Annual: The Witch #1, The Shade #1-4, Starman Secret Files #1 and Power of Shazam #35-36.

**Starman, a Starry Knight** James Robinson 2002 Starman, accompanied by his comrade Mikaal and a Mother Box-produced hologram of his father, Ted Knight, begins a star-spanning quest to find the brother of his lady love, Sadie. A Graphic Novel. Original.

**Times Past** James Robinson 1999 This is a science-fiction/fantasy in comic book format.

**The Shade (2011-) #1** James Robinson 2011-10-12 James Robinson returns to the
world of his critically acclaimed series STARMAN! An attack at the Starman museum kicks off a globe-hopping, centuries-spanning quest that will irrevocably change the Shade's life, and ultimately shed light on his true origin! **Earth 2 Vol. 2: The Tower of Fate (The New 52)** James Robinson 2014-04-15 The World Army has begun rounding up the super-heros of Earth 2, but for what reason? In an attempt to avoid capture, Dr. Fate and Kid Flash find themselves in the powerful magical realm of Nabu. The protector of Nabu, Wotan, seeks Dr. Fates assistance in obtaining a secret magic locked deep within a tower that only Dr. Fate can enter. **Starman** James Robinson 2004 Jack Knight, Starman, returns to Opal city from his adventure in space, only to find the Shade has reverted to his villainous ways. Plus, several of his friends seem to be mysteriously missing. Before Jack can fully investigate, he witnesses his most horrible nightmare becoming a reality- his beloved hometown burning to the ground! Chaos ensues as all the city's villains take the opportunity to strike, pushing Starman to his limits. **Starman** James Robinson 2008-06 Since the 1940s, Opal City has been protected by Starman. But the current Starman, Ted Knight, is too old for the job and when his chosen successor - his eldest son, David - is murdered, Ted's antique-dealing younger son Jack must reluctantly accept the job. **Starman Omnibus** James Robinson 2016-07-05 In this volume, Starman's hometown of Opal City is terrorized by Dr. Pip, an eccentric bomber. And with no demands from the mad villain, both Starman and the local authorities are unable to track him down. Also in this volume, Starman teams up with Batman to save the life of reformed villain Solomon Grundy; and readers learn the history of Starman's enigmatic mentor, The Shade. Collects SHADE #1-4, STARMAN #30-38, STARMAN ANNUAL #2, STARMAN SECRET FILES #1. **Starman** James Robinson 1996 Mist returns after many years to wage war against Ted Knight, the original Starman, by taking the life of his oldest son, which forces Ted's younger son, Jack, to seek revenge in the guise of a new Starman. **Starman Omnibus** James Robinson 2012-05-30 The first volume of the series collecting the classic super hero series of the 1990s is now available in trade paperback. In these stories from issues #0-16 of the hit series, Jack Knight - antiques collector and dealer - inherits the name and powers of h **Who's Who Omnibus Vol. 1** Various 2021-04-13 Who’s Who began in 1984 and ran through the 1990s, cataloguing every character, good or evil, in the DC Universe, from Abby Cable to Zymyr and beyond! Illustrated by a wide range of top artists from the Golden Age of comics through the 1980s indie comics scene—including George Pérez, Todd McFarlane, Jim Aparo, Peter Laird, Jack Kirby, and Dick Giordano to name only a few—Who’s Who was a feast for the eyes and the ultimate guide to the denizens of the DC Universe. Now collected for the first time, Who’s Who Omnibus Volume 1 includes the first five years of the expansive series and includes entries from Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #1-26, Who’s Who Update ‘87 #1-5, Who’s Who Update ‘88 #1-4, and all of the annuals from 1989! **The Golden Age (1993-1994) #1** James Robinson 2013-12-31 DC's first generation of super-heroes has been driven into retirement, hiding, or madness—except for a few who are willing to change with the times. But behind the scenes, something sinister is unfolding—a subtle plot that may engulf the planet and remake it in one man's image. **Vampirella Masters Series Vol. 6: James Robinson** James Robinson 2011-10-26 Collecting James Robinson's and Joe Jusko's sense shattering tale Blood Lust as Vampirella journeys to hell with Adam Van Helsing to uncover the truth of her existence. This tale re-wrote the book on Vampirella and her homeland of Drakulon. Also includes the Blood Lust epilogue.
originally not released with the original two
issue series and an article which covers
how Joe Jusko worked from the script and
thumbnailed, drafted and then painted
some sample pages. Also includes James
Robinson's short Vampirella tale
"Vampirella Vs. Dracula" with art by Rick
Mays and David Mack.

*Starman Compendium One* James Robinson
2021-08-17 When the original Starman's old
foe The Mist continues an old vendetta,
Jack Knight is forced into a role he's spent
his whole life denying...Jack will have to
tick up Starman’s Cosmic Rod. When Jack
Knight is forced to pick up the Starman's
Cosmic Rod, he finds himself flung into a
life he never wanted for himself...but it just
might be his destiny! Watch Starman go up
against The Mist, The Shade, and even
Captain Marvel! *Starman Compendium One*
collects: Starman #0-42, Starman 80-Page
Giant #1, Starman Annual #1, Starman
Annual #2, Starman Secret Files #1,
Showcase '95 #12, Showcase '96 #4,
Showcase '96 #5, The Power of Shazam!
#35, The Power of Shazam! #36, and The
Shade #1-4

*Batman/Two-Face: Face the Face Deluxe Edition* James Robinson
2017-05-02 The Dynamic Duo known as
Batman and Robin have returned to Gotham
after a year of absence. During that time
Harvey Dent was left as the city's protector.
Batman and Robin find that some of their
most notorious foes are being brutally
murdered--forcing Batman to question if the
man he entrusted to carry on in his place
has confused justice with vengeance.
Written by legendary author James
Robinson (STARMAN), this deluxe
hardcover edition collects the classic
storyline from DETECTIVE COMICS
#817-820 and BATMAN #651-654, as well
as never-before-seen sketches!

*Starman (1994-)* #16 James Robinson
2010-11-24 Jack fights his way through an
army of assassins to regain his Star Staff
for a final confrontation with the Mist. Plus,
the fate of Ted Knight, Solomon Grundy, the
alien Mikaal, the Shade and the O'Dares is
revealed.

*Starman Compendium Two* James Robinson
2022-12-13 Who will hold continue the
Starman lineage and carry the Cosmic Rod?
And who will protect Opal City? *Starman
Compendium 2* includes thrilling tales of
both Jack Knight’s time as Starman and Ted
Knight’s time in the role. These action-
packed adventures include some familiar
faces like Batman and The Shade—as well
as some unexpected friends, like Hellboy?!
Find out who else will make an appearance
in this incredible collection, including
favorites from All-Star Comics 80-Page
Giant #1, Batman/Hellboy/Starman#1-2,
JSA All-Stars #4, Starman#43-81, Starman
#1 (1998), Starman/Congorilla #1, Stars
and S.T.R.I.P.E. #0, and The Shade #1-12!

*Starman: Sins of the Father* James Robinson
2018-01-23 A riot rocks Opal City while an
ailing Ted Knight recovers from a recent
attack. The action forces Ted's son Jack
Knight to pick up Starman's Cosmic Rod
and directly oppose the villainy he swore
he'd never face! Is this his calling? Or his
doom? Collecting Starman #0-5

*Starman (1994-)* #27 James Robinson
2011-01-05 It's the Christmas season and
the O'Dares host a holiday dinner. Many
familiar faces appear, but a wayward Santa
Claus delays Jack Knight's attendance in
this stand-alone holiday issue.

*Terminator Omnibus Volume 1* James A.
Robinson 2008-02-19 They came from
another time to ensure that the future
would belong solely to the machines. They
are Terminatorsindestructible killing
engines hiding inside shells of flesh and
blood. Tireless, fearless, merciless,
unencumbered by human emotion,
dedicated to the complete eradication of
mankind. But despite the frailty of human
flesh, nothing is as immortal as the human
spirit, and even the strongest metal will
bend by the will of a mother fighting for the
future of her children. Dark Horse Comics
has long been regarded as the heavyweight
champion of adapting film blockbusters to
graphic fiction, and *The Terminator* is one
of the finest examples of bringing top
comics talents to the expansion of a
premier action/adventure mythos.

The Starman Omnibus James Robinson 2009 "Jack continues his transformation into a real hero as he works with Batman and the Golden Age Green Lantern Alan Scott to save the monstrous Solomon Grundy"-- Back cover.